9. ONOMATOPOEIC FORMS

barn 'quickly'
pakn 'by chance'
cekn 'instantaneously'
sarne 'quickly'
tagne 'quietly'
kolang 'chuckling'
gan gan 'sound representing the ringing of a bell'
do do 'sound while raining'
daľ daľ 'shedding of tears'
gimi gimi 'whirling round and round'
pata: pata: 'sound imitating beating'
tat tat 'dripping'
gulu gulu 'imitation of the sound made by a pebble in a pot'
kola: kola: 'imitation of the sound in the stomach'
miki miki 'imitation of looking at things'
hulu hulu 'watch inquiringly'
jan jan 'imitation of sound'
kos kos 'imitation of cough'
kała: kała: 'sound of boiling'